
Dominant Sexual Power: Review of Vin Dicarlo's Training Program Revealed 

Dominant Sexual Power is a newly released training program from Vin Dicarlo that shows his best tricks 

for getting women to lust over men.  The buzz over the program has caught the attention of Stan 

Stevenson of GentlemensUniversity.com, prompting an investigative review. 

"Yes, many guys know how to talk to women, but they are alone or even worse, stuck in the 'friend's 

zone'," states Stevenson.  "In Vin's new program, he teaches men how to spark instant attraction in 

women, no matter if the guy is fat, bald, poor or old.  Many men struggle with this and I know almost 

any man can use this new training and get the results they are looking for." 

Vin Dicarlo's Dominant Sexual Power program includes everything one needs to succeed including the 

main program, the Innocent Words Cheat Sheet, the DSP Video Coaching sessions plus 5 Fast Action 

Bonuses.  When reviewing the program it was found that the bonuses alone were worth more than the 

cost of the program alone. 

During the Dominant Sexual Power review we unveiled many testimonials of men getting great results 

including single men as well as those that were already married. 

"This saved my marriage," states a user, Shaun.  "I use Vin's information in my marriage. My wife said to 

me once, 'I don't know what you're doing or what you're reading but keep it up.'" 

Another user Mike states, "The interviews are really good and the e-book is marvelous! I really liked THE 

ATTRACTION FORMULA. So much research has gone into this, it's really amazing! The advice was 

definitely worth every cent I paid and has really helped me get amazing success with women." 

"Although the sales video may seem a little fishy, the program is well thought out, researched, tested 

and provides the content one needs to succeed no matter what their current situation is.  The material 

in this program is not some rehashed information, its actionable stuff that one can start using now.  We 

highly recommend this program especially with the 100% satisfaction guaranteed policy they have in 

place." 

Those wishing to purchase Vin Dicarlo's Dominant Sexual Power or for more information, click here 

http://gentlemensuniversity.com/go/DSP/  

For those who want to see the Dominant Sexual Power review, one can go here: 

http://gentlemensuniversity.com/go/DSP-review/  


